PARKER’S

Exacta: 1-5/1-2-5, $4. Tri: 1-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-5-6, $6. Daily Double: 1-5/1-3, $4.
Super: 1-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60. Pick 3: 1-5/1-3/4-6, $4. Pick 4: 1-5/1-3/4-6/4-5, $8.
MISS RESILIENCE (#5)
Away a long time but her connections drop her way down in claiming price and
this barn does well with layoff types, clearly the one to beat.
Second after a fairly wide trip in her first start at Emerald, she moves all the way
Tillicum Grey (#1)
inside, expect big try.
Just a head behind the second choice last, she won’t be far away late.
Gold Supply (#2)

1

2
MAE BELLE PASSE (#1)
Cats Out Tonite (#3)
Invite Me (#4)

3
DIZZY DIVA (#4)
Meanee (#6)
Luckrules (#5)

4
JUST KATHY (#4)
Fancy Cookie (#5)
Hunter’s Blaze (#2)

5
GOLDIE’S DARLIN (#4)
Ailish’s Buttercup (#3)
Easter Dream (#6)

6
EMILY’S GOLD (#1)
Ivy Mike (#5)
Freiburg (#8)

Exacta: 1-3/1-3-4, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-6, $6.
Super: 1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $2.40. Pick 3: 1-3-4/4-6/4-5, $6.
Showed improvement when fourth in his most recent, he doesn’t appear to face
much in this spot and the move to a route should do the trick.
Tired after showing some early speed in his most recent, he also goes to a route,
gets a weight break and should sprint clear early.
Second when 21-1 in her most recent, she’s facing the boys but must be considered.
Exacta: 4-6/4-5-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 4-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.
Super: 4-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/all, $3.60.
Pick 3: 4-6/4-5/3-4, cost $4.
Winner of her last start back in early March drops off the claim leaving some
questions but she does look well placed, figures to be heavily bet.
Made a nice stretch run after getting a perfect trip in her most recent, she again
should get good stalking position early, may repeat.
Stopped badly last but she drops and will be in the battle right from the start.
Exacta: 4-5/2-4-5, $4. Tri: 4-5/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-6, $6. Pick 3: 4-5/3-4/1-5, $4.
Super: 4-5/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-6/all, $4.80. Pick 7: 4-5/3-4/1-5/5-7/5/3-6-8/7, $9.60.
Wire to wire winner to break her maiden does face NW of 2 here but she again
should have the lead and looks good to make it two straight.
Decent third in her last, she was claimed out of that race by the top barn and that
barn remains red-hot.
Stable mate of the top choice also comes off her maiden score, obvious danger.
Exacta: 3-4/3-4-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 3-4/3-4-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.
Super: 3-4/3-4-6/1-3-4-5-6/all, $3.60.
Pick 3: 3-4/1-5/5-7, cost $4.
Drew clear late after tracking a hot pace in her most recent, she just beat all but
one of these in that win, looks reliable for another big effort.
Sprinted clear early and tired in her first try on this surface, if she can slow down
a little out of the gate, she clearly is a big wire to wire threat.
Had some trouble early when a close fourth last, she might get right trip.
Exacta: 1-5/1-5-8, $4. Tri: 1-5/1-5-8/1-4-5-6-8, $6. Pick 3: 1-5-8/5-7-9/5, $4.50.
Super: 1-5/1-5-8/1-4-5-6-8/all, $6. Pick 5: 1-5-8/5-7/5/3-6-8/7, cost $9.
Never reached contention in a stakes effort last, he previously ran very well for a
win over NW of 2 and looks best with the drop.
Exits a very fast heat when third, beaten ten in his first start at Emerald, he ran
several good races in Arizona prior and could spring a mild upset.
Faced some tough sprinters last, this is easier, the outside draw a plus.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, June 9th, 2019

7
ALL STAR ALLIE (#5)
Colour of Money (#7)
Are Rated (#9)

8

Exacta: 5-7/5-7-9, $4. Tri: 5-7/5-7-9/2-5-6-7-9, $6. Pick 3: 5-7/5/3-6-8, $3.
Super: 5-7/5-7-9/2-5-6-7-9/1-2-4-5-6-7-9, $4.80. Pick 4: 5-7/5/3-6-8/7, $3.
Crushed foes four weeks ago when wiring maidens, she may not get the lead early
in this spot but has run well from just off the lead, either way she looks best.
Decent try when third while in need of a race last, she worked well after that effort,
may benefit from a contested early pace.
Lifetime best when second last, bounce possible but she is quick early.
Exacta: 5/4-8, cost $2.
Super: 5/4-8/2-4-8/1-2-3-4-6-8, $1.60.

MUCHO AMOR (#5)
Twirling Devon (#8)
Senoradiablo (#4)

9

Trifecta: 5/4-8/2-4-8, cost $2.
Pick 3: 5/3-6-8/7, cost $1.50.
Cruised home when 4/5 in the Seattle four weeks ago, she’s three for four
sprinting with her only loss in a Grade II at Saratoga, tab to take another.
Finished a close third in a fast race at Turf Paradise in her most recent, she ran
second in a stakes in her only start here last year, will pass most of these late.
Dull try in her most recent but she did beat the second choice one race back.
Exacta: 6-8/3-6-8, cost $4.
Super: 6-8/3-6-8/1-3-4-6-8/all, $6.

RALLY CAT (#8)
Lansky (#6)
My Grandpa (#3)

10
LOOK AT MY STAR (#7)
Chief Osceola (#3)
Geo Grand (#5)

Trifecta: 6-8/3-6-8/1-3-4-6-8, $6.
Daily Double: 3-6-8/7, cost $3.
Fourth in the Auburn and while he was well beaten, the time was very fast, he
draws perfectly, choice.
Also exits the Auburn, he impressed one race back with breaking his maiden,
should go better while facing easier.
Split the top two in the Auburn, he also looked to need that race.
Exacta: 7/1-3-5, 3/7, cost $4.
Trifecta: 7/1-3-5/1-2-3-5, $4.50.
Super: 7/1-3-5/1-2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5, $2.70.
Has had excuses for his last couple of starts and he ran okay in his only route
try back in March at GG, he should graduate.
Broke a bit slowly yet finished well for third in his first start this year, not sure
if he will route but he does deserve to be favored off that effort.
Good improvement when trying a route last, should continue to improve.

Today’s Best Bet (s):

Today’s Longshot:

MUCHO AMOR in the eighth.
LOOK AT MY STAR in the tenth.

IVY MIKE in the sixth.

Today’s Exotic Play:
Race 4, $1 Exacta: 4-5/2-4-5, cost $4.

Race Selections for Sunday, June 9th, 2019
Santa Anita
Golden Gate
Hastings Park

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10

UNTOUCHED ELEGANCE (#1)
Trustini (#2)
Atina (#9)

MINNIE MINOSO (#1)
Bubba Bay (#2)
Beausun (#4)

CHEF (#2)
Victor (#1)
Doobiedoobiedoobie (#5)

PLATINUM EQUITY (#6)
Fast Cotton (#5)
Popular Kid (#3)

FLY FIRST CLASS (#4)
Cinderellas Prince (#2)
Badger Boy (#6)

TRANSPLANT (#7)
Desi (#6)
Betterthantherest (#4)

GUILIANA (#6)
Madaket Sunset (#1)
Space Talk (#2)

ON TRUST (#5)
Omache Kid (#2)
Madi’s Thunderbird (#1)

B QUICK B GONE (#3)
Union Obsession (#2)
Don’t Tell Judy (#1)

BABY GRONK (#4)
Pig Iron (#1)
Jen Go Unchained (#7)

MONSAJEM PERVADE (#1)
Dano’s Dream (#5)
Playing Through (#6)

SUNSPA (#2)
Baby Rose (#4)
Calculating (#6)

AND COUNTING (#3)
Appolina (#5)
Rattle (#2)

WAY GONE (#7)
Deep Thinker (#4)
Daddy Lags (#8)

KHAIKY’S COMMAND (#7)
Gimme Some Slack (#5)
Sunset Drive (#4)

RAFAL (#4)
Ginger Nut (#1)
Listing (#2)

ODESSA (#1)
Barbello (#7)
Holy Diver (#6)

BOUNDARY BAY (#3)
El Noble (#1)
Harry’s Hammer (#7)

HANSEN TALE BLUES (#5)
Magnificent Q T (#1)
Girona (#6)

PASTORATE (#4)
Native Mesquite (#3)
Premiere Lady (#5)

INDICATIVE (#6)
Horst (#1)
Betathanaboyfriend (#2)

MISS HOT LEGS (#4)
Objective (#9)
Lucky Peridot (#10)

RAIDERETTE (#8)
Cylinders (#5)
Moonlight Mystique (#6)

LOVING MOMENT (#9)
Karmically (#2)
Into Chocolate (#3)

ANGELO’S PRIDE (#6)
The Creep (#9)
Rey Coliman (#1)
ANIMOSITY (#4)
Ziarah (#3)
Melissa Jane (#5)

